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Library Dedication
\ University is the traditional heart of un educational environment. It is the place where searching minds should he able
to find an atmosphere conducive to study, thought and research.
The new University library, the focal point of the next two
days activities, provides just such an atmosphere.
This $4.5 million dollar structure with storage space for a million books and a seating capacity of 2,1r>00 has succeeded in
combining a genuine study atmosphere with the best in modern
architecture.
Individual study carrels, open slacks, smoking lounges, discussion rooms and snack bars are some of the feai ires thai
combine to make the Library one of the finest in the State.
Formal dedication of the most progressive, exciting and nee*
ded addition to the campus will induce we hope a new spirit of
research and questioning.
I o this spirit and l<> the new library, we dedicate this issue.

Out The Window Upside Down
By H.P. WVNDIIAM
Man Is an emotional, active
animal, and his reason Is used
as a tool of his need. Emotionally, we have not progressed one
whit since we descended from the
trees, but seeing that we have
simplified our ways of supplying
food, shelter and protection
through specialization of labor and
technical efficiency, we Immediately jump to the conclusion that
we are the finest specimen on the
face of the earth.
Regardless of the necessity of
this "pipe dream" which has occupied the time of philosophers
since Plato, It only takes a small
glance at human history to remind
us that civilization Is merely a
facade covering the self-centered
animal heart that motivates all
desperate human behavior. One
long look at the appearance and
action of the people around you
will convince you that there Is
little that Is noble or special
about human beings.
We are
common, small - minded, shortsighted, and unable to use our
minds to govern our behavior rationally.
I do not say this to condemn
mankind. I say It to break an
Illusion: the Illusion of human
btlngs on the move toward Utopia,
toward "Better Days". The acts
and atrocities we label "inhumane" are really human. All
of us are potential murderers. All
of us have the ability to be Adolph
Hitler, to hate without reason,
to worship power.
Only a very few humans have
the ability IO I* "suier-human"
to Id low the dictates ot human
reason; to lose prejudice, and
self -centeredness In a sense ol the
a b MI i d 11 y •>'. ihfcsf emotional
li'i'i-l.! -- the
■ such

men.
Such men were no more
desire. Their way Is Impossible
to follow because It demands the
death of the self.
But, you cry, men do act rationally -- they use fair judgement! This only happens when
men are not personally Involved
In the situation.
When I was ten, I broke up a
light betweentwothlrd-gradeboys.
I was very fair, listened to both
sides, and forced a settlement.
They fought again as soon as I
left.
An hour later, my friend
Billy called me a chicken and we
beat the daylights out of each
other.
When I was the Insulted
member, my logical reasons disappeared. So it Is with nations
In this world.
Irrational action has caused
every war since the dawn of time-although there have always been
good "reasons" economic and
otherwise -- and I am certain
that If New York or Moscow were
bombed today, the Insult would
be avenged without attention to the
rational dictate that "war Is absurd".
Human reason Is false because
It Is necessarily selective and
prejudiced by emotional needs.
When It Is "pure" It Is also
unimportant In this world. To
find a .sample of active human
reasoning, do not read Hegel; stand
on a street corner or sit In a bar
and hear the Interchange of
theories -- all Impossible, all
naive, all worthless except as
ammunition In that battle of egoes,
which alms not lor truth but for
liersonal victory. To reason without emotion, one must consider
all viewpoints, all possibilities.
To do this, it is impossible to
choose any cour.se Of action, to
decide any truths, but only to
cOiitsiii|Jate .

-.-. - -

By LYLE GREENFIQTJ
Oh, bad luck. It must have
been absurd of me to think that a
library study date could be a concontructlvelypleasurable affair.
Well It couldn't and never will.
But I had to try It and must now
bear the dally pain of my conscience that is my due. Yes, It
was no one's fault but my own that
Eileen lost all of those magnificent tresses of long, long, rich
red hair. Lord . . . I/>rd . . .
why always me?
Harmless enough a beginning
It was indeed. By 7 p.m. we had
found and were seated In two opposing booths to the right of the
rear of the first floor. Perfect.
We couldn't see each other so there
would be no giggling and carrln'
on, yet we could easily rub knees
and play toesles. Red mama and
I had always enjoyed that.
I
guess we're both a lot more sensuous than most people. Yet I'm
really rugged.
At 7:03 p.m. I raised one finger and excused myself. Eileen
said that she needed a document
from the Agriculture department
and that she would be back in
around fifteen minutes. I said
"Okay," and went about my business. After I got back, I waited
for Eileen before starting anything.
1 waited twenty minutes,
forty live minutes ... an hour.
1 turned to the fellow on my right
and said "She's not back yet."
He stopped makln' out with his
date long enough to extend his
sympathies. I remembered page
5, subtoplc 2 of the Library Handbook: "The College Library -- A
Storehouse of Knowledge."
"I've got to find Eileen", I
thought. "She shouldn't have been
gone this long." I took tne elevator up to the fourth floor -Government Documents.
While
getting out I asked some people
entering the elevator If they had
seen a teeny, tiny, tender mama
with long red hair and freckles
all over the place.
"I think one of my brothers
was try in' to hustle her In the
341.0115 shelf area", one tastefully dressed gentleman stated.
I thanked him for his help and
rushed to "Agriculture-A".
I
looked everywhere from 341.0115
to 341.9999 but found no one except
my old buddy, Petunia Crossbreed.
"She sprouted up the
stairs try in' to outgrow some
perennial who was hopln' to cultivate her mind", Petunia Informed
me. I understood and thanked her
kindly for the fertile wealth of
information.
I took the staircase up to the
fifth floor and walked around aimlessly for several minutes. Quite
by chance I glanced down at the
Xerox machine. A negative of
Eileen headed toward the elevators. Yeah. I made haste to the
elevators where, to my horror,
I noticed great clumps of fine,
long, long, red hair hanging conspicuously from the closed doors
of #3 Otis, causing my eyes to
bug. I heard tender cries of anguish being emitted from the proverbial elevator shaft on about
the third floor. I was frantic.

streaming down her freckled
cheeks.
"Eileen, Eileen, what happened
mama? I've been looking everywhere for you!"
"Oh Lyle", she sobbed, "I've
been trying to find you. Some guy
was bothering me In Agriculture
and I was trying to get rid of him
and I ran Into the elevator and
my hali got cut of f in the doors."
She was weeping bitterly now.
"Let's get out of here", she said.
I was heartbroken. We both made
straight for the exit and hurried
through the things that you push
to bust out of the library. As
we did, some kind of bell started
ringing and a siren went off and
people started looking. I hate

that. Eileen hadn't checked out
her books from Agriculture-A.
We didn't stop, though, but headed
directly for her dorm.
Mama
regained her composure when we
got Inside.
"Eileen, I'm so sorry ... I
never should have taken you to the
library tonight.''
"Oh, Lyle, you're wonderful.
Id like to go steady." She kissed
me on my Up, I gave her my
sweatshirt and tie clasp, reaffirmed my love, bid her good
night, making brief mention of a
book return date for the following evening and walked back to the
dorm. Oh, heart rending/warming/sharing collegiate bliss!

"First Class Means Thai You Travel Up Front*
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To Be Progressive
B6 Needs Airplanes

Last year Bowling Green University opened a program called
"Bowling Green — Expanding Horizons." We are holding Bowling
Green up as a forward looking, progressive college. How can we
project the Image of a college planning for the future when In the area
of transportation we are 50 years behind the times?
Although our university has excellent airport facilities for an Institution of Its size, It does not, however, own an airplane or have
an aeronautical program except through the AFROTC department.
In today's world of Jet travel when we can fly 3,000 miles across
the country In about 5 hours, it takes the President of BGSU 45 minutes to drive to Toledo. At that rate he'd make It across the country,
In a fit of emotional madness,
in about 90 hours and 30 minutes. Of course It Isn't often that PresiI flung myself down the stairdent Jerome will fly to California so let's use a more pertinent example.
case In hopes of meeting the eleTo fly to the Ohio University game for migration would take about
vator on the first floor. I aran hour In a small, single engine plane, to drive would take at least
rived Just as the door was open3 1/2 hours. O.U., by the way, owns an airplane, as do Purdue, Ohio
ing to Eileen backing out of the
State, and most other major universities across the country.
overloaded elevator, tears
Purdue, In addition to ownln„
aircraft, has Included In its
curriculum a program of aeroThe B-G News is published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular
nautics leading to a bachelor's
school year, except holiday periods, and once a week during summer
degree and all the necessary FAA
scMions, under authority ol the Publications Committee ol Bowling
ratings to fly for a commercial
Green State University.
airlines.
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or other columns
It anyone knows why we do not
in the News do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University
have an aeronautical program here
Administration, faculty or staff or the Stote ol Ohio. Opinions expressat BG, and why no effort Is beed by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-G
ing made to initiate one, I would
News. Editorials in the News reflect the opinions of the majority of
appreciate knowing the reasons.
members of the B-G News Editorial Board.
Bob Ripley
1088 Varsity West
•V«£» I
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University Police Put To The Test
Students put complaints, suggestions and Ideas to Mr. Spencer
Calcamugglo, director of security
police, and Mr. Raymond C. Whlttaker, dean of students, at last
night's Student Council open
hearing session — concerned with
the University police system.
In his opening statement, Dean
Whlttaker stated that the police
department is currently under the
authority of Dr. Kenneth H. McFall, vice-president of the University. He Indicated, however, that
the administration Is studying the

role and duties of the police department, although no specific reasons why were given.
Mr. Calcamugglo outlined the
Ohio Peace Officers Training
Council course which Is the prerequisite to becoming a University policeman. In this course,
theories and practical applications
In Investigation, traffic directing
and the related fields of police
work are carried out.
According to Mr. Calcamugglo,
a University policeman's duties
require him to open and close

Panel Cites Need Of
Graduate Organization
The role of graduate students,
their responsibilities and privileges as teachers, their status as
students and their relation to the
community were discussed by a
four member panel at the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) meeting Wednesday.
Members of the panel included
Dr. Michael A. Moore, assistant
professor of history, and graduate
students Donald F. Strieker, Paul
M. Johnson, and Richard M Foys.
Mr. Foys explained the need for
an interdepartmental graduate student organization and pointed out
that graduates have no mechanism
for making themselves heard,
"Such an organization," said Mr.
Foys, "should be for all graduate
students, not just those who are
teaching.''
The purpose of the organization
would be to serve as an advisory
committee on issues concerning
graduate students.
' We don't
want to regard ourselves as a unlon group but we don't want to
( be a group of little rubber stamps
running around nodding approval
at all that happens to us," he
said.
Issues which the graduate organization might consider Include
scholarship funds, the relationship
between an advisee and his ad-

visor, travel insurance for teaching assignments, and alternating
quarters so a graduate student
could study one quarter and teach
the following quarter.
The three graduate students on
the panel outlined their goals as
taking action on the present graduate parking policy, the possibility of a separate graduate library,
a separate place for graduate students to meet, the opportunity to
become legal citizens of the city
of Bowling Green and eliminating
distinctions made between graduate students classified as teaching
fellows and those classified as
graduate assistants.

Folklorist Reads
The second program of the English Department's "Books and Coffee" series will feature Donald
Winkelman, In a iwetry reading
at 3 p.m. Monday In 113 Life Sciences Bldg.
Mr. Winkelman, a former member of the English department,
Is well-known as a folklorist and
musicologist.
While at Bowling Green, Mr.
Winkelman was active In the formation of the Folk Music Club.

buildings, report accidents and
carry out related investigations,
direct traffic and enforce traffic
regulations, serve as "bank escorts" and answer campus hospital calls.
He reported that
two or three officers are on duty
at all times, and related that
all his men are required to work
with outside agencies when called
upon to do so.
In later questioning, Mr. Calcamugglo felt that his department
was
understaffed.
University
police officers are paid a starting salary of $2.60 an hour, below the starting salary for Bowling
Green city police.
In the question and answer period that followed, discussion
touched upon parking problems and
procedures, the jurisdiction the
police force has, the records the
police department keeps and the
poor upkeep of the ambulance.
Mr. Calcamugglo replying to a
question asked by Fran Peskor
said that the University police
have no jurisdiction over students
that are off-campus.
When questioned as to the role
University police played In the
apprehension of several University
students, with the possession of
narcotics, Mr. Calcamugglo stated
that the role of his police force
was to give assistance to local
and state officials. He Indicated
that at the time of the narcotics
raid, University police officials
gave assistance without pay.
There was much discussion on
the files that the University is
said to keep on students participating In riots and demonstrations.
Both Dean Whlttaker and Mr. Calcamugglo repeatedly stressed that
no such files were kept by their
officers.
Charles Tabasko, a msmber of
Students For A Democratic Society, proposed that a committee
be formed to examine all police
files, directly after the open hearing to Insure that no files on
student demonstrators were being
kept. Mr. Calcamugglo opposed
this.
Much of the Information
the police department receives,
he said, Is given in confidence,
and there are cases on file of

" embarrassing situations on
former members of the University
staff. "*
Through further questioning by
Allen Baldwin, a junior in the
College of Liberal Arts, and David
Opper, a freshman in the College
of Liberal Arts, It was pointed
out that pictures were taken at
last year's "President's ROTC
Review" and this year's "Day of
Dissent."
Both administrators
admitted to the knowledge that the
pictures were taken, but that no
records of the activities have been
kept.
The need of University police
carrying fire-arms was also questioned. Mr. Calcamugglo stated
his men carried them and they
were only to be used "as a last
resort." In the seven years he
has been with the University, he
could not recall an Instance where
a police officer required the use
of his gun.
Various parking problems and
procedures were discussed. It
was indicated that the University
Planning Commission and the
Traffic Commission were the
two governing bodies responsible
for establishing rules and regula-

tions. Several proposals concerning parking regulations and
loading zones, which came out
of last night's hearing, will be
discussed in the two commissions.
Rick Helwlg, student body president reported.
The allocation of money, plus
the fact that the problem just
was not known, were the two
reasons offered by Dean Whlttaker
when approached as to why the
administration had waited so long
to look into a new ambulance.
He has presented a proposal to
purchase a new ambulance to a
committee geared to study the matter, and promised an answer within the next few days.
In other questioning, It was
pointed out that the University
police department is not connected
with the national security agency;
that the duties of the campus police
and town police are basically the
same; and that all laws enforced
by the police department come
from either Student Court or Council, subject to approval by the
University's Board of Trustees.
A second open hearing will be
held on the University police system In approximately one month.

SALE '
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Chorale In Concert
A group wnlch has been billed
as one of the most popular touring companies In the United States
will appear In concert Sunday in
the Grand Ballroom.
Traveling the country for the 11th
time and the fourth time with a
full orchestra the Roger Wagner
Chorale will present works ranging from ancient masterpieces of
liturgical music to the creations
of contemporary Am3rlcan composers.
The travels of the company
stretch far beyond the United
States, as they have been acclaimed
In London, Paris, and Amsterdam.
They have toured 19 countries In

Roger Wagner

FOR SALE OR RENT
63 409 Chevy, and '57 301 Chevy,
convert. Best offer. 352-5329.
66 Honda 65, only 800 ml. $200
Jim, rm. 15 Rodgers.
110 rooms, air-conditioned, TV.
$135/mo. per room. 2 students/
rm. 2 beds, shower-bath. 24 hr.
switchboard and coffee shop. Ample parking. Dining room with
dally specials. Ph. Stony Ridge,
837 - 5116 or Toledo, 244-2701.
Crystal Inn Motel, Toledo-Detroit
Expressway and Interstate 75.
Stony Ridge, Ohio.
For Sale. '65 Honda 50. Less
than 5000 miles. Call Mike, 363
Rodger's 2661.
'60 Triumph Herald, must sell.
Good condition $300. Call John,
352-3901.
•58 Chevy, 6 - stick, power steering and brakes. $150. 118 Manvllle.
One new 2 bdrm. apt. unfurnished.
2 blocks from center of campus.
Wall to wall carpet, drapes, refrldgerator, stove and garbage disposal Included. Air conditioning.
No pets, no children. $130/mo.
The Charles Apts., 352-5298.
2 girls needed for apt. Must
know Immediately. 1/2 block from
campus.
Ph. 353-4021 after 5.
For Rent. Rooms. Female.
I
double. I single. Private bath.
354-5732.
4-sale. '62 4cylln. Chevy II. Best
offer. 325 Thurstln. *9.
For Sale. '66 A-H Sprite.
new. Ph. 352-5425.

Like

Brand new apt. 1/2 block to campus near Harsh. Now taking applications for mature student
groups, furnished or unfurnished
apts. to suit your budget. See
at Univ. Courts, 1451 Clough St.,
or call 352 - 9345.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost.
Large black gold-green
tapestry tote bag containing books.
Mon. evening, Oct. 16, parking lot
behind Manna Hall. CaU Lima,
Ohio, 224-7606, Shirley Daley If
you have any information or contact University police. Reward.
Lost.

Dark brown glasses and

case.
Name "Terry Mitchell"
engraved on Inside of glasses. Call
352-54444.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
"No One's Children" Is coming
to Carnation Room, lor Information call 353-3274.
Part - time cab drivers wanted.
Must be 21 or over and have
Ohio chauffer's license. Prefer
married students. Ph. Davis Cab
353-0481 for appointment.
Long stem roses.
$5 a do/..
Myles (-"lowers, 352-2002 or 3532802.
All Interested students are invited
to attend the Campus Interest Party
meeting Sunday at 1:30 In 112 Life
Science BuUdlng.

South America, Central America
and Mexico under a special Presidential program In 1963 and were
asked to again tour that area
for the U.S. State Department.
Wagner him >elf has gained much
through his efforts as he has been
twice-knighted, once for his work
on behalf of liturgical music and
another time as one of the outstanding laymen of the Catholic
Church.
His award for liturgical music
came as little surprise to many
for the music director had been
associated with the Church and its
music since his birth In Le Puy,
France.
Wagner has proven his ability
in the conduction of music as
guest conductor for some of the
world's leading orchestras.
A graduate of the College of
Montgomery, the chorale director
first became involved with music
production as a singer In the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer chorus.
From the film studio, Wagner
took over as music director of
St. Joseph's Church In downtown
Los Angeles, a post he has held

ever since. It was from here
that the nucleus for the famous
chorale was taken.

HELP NEEDED
Anyone interested in aiding
with the professor-course evaluations booklet can call SAO
office at 2232, between 10-4
today.

The group now numbers over
seventy with the orchestra and has
produced a number of best selling
record albums, one of which received a "Grammy" as the best
chorale recording on any label.
With members such as Marnl
Nixon, the unseen voice of Audrey Hepburn In the movie "My
Fair Lady," the company hasbeen
highly rated for Its outstanding
performances.
Tickets for the concert are on
sale In the University Union lobby through tomorrow.

Monorail
DALLAS, - A monorail to carry
passengers between a planned
parking lot and Branlff International facilities at Dallas' Love
Field has been proposed by the
airline. No date has been set for
construction of the $2 - million
transportation facility.

Group Taps Sponsor At Tea
The National Society of Pershlng Rifles at the University win
choose a second sponsor between
8.30 and 10 p.m. tonight at a tea
to be given In the Alumni Room.
The following women will represent their respective dorms and
from these one will be chosen:
Martha E. Anne berg, McDonald
East; Nancy Bartter, McDonald
East; Mary Lou Begley, Krelscher
B; Rebecca L. Burns, Alpha Gamma Delta; Jill Ann Fletcher, Chi
Omega; Barbara Floutz, Delta
Gamma; Brenda S. Graves, Alpha

Delta PI; Cathleen R. Hey man,
Harshman C.
Rosemary Hornacek, Krelscher
B; Joan A, Monarchl, McDonald
West; Roberta Mullen, Krelscher
A; Phil Pheola, Kappa Delta;
Cheryl A. Pollock, Gamma Phi
Beta; Sharon M. Pyllck, Alice
Prout.
Elolse Ralmel, Delta Zeta;
Renee D. Redfield, Phi Mu; Barbara A. Walker, McDonald North;
Jeannlne K. Warner, Harhsman
C; Rise Hanlne Worley, McDonald
North, and Mary A. Zlma, Alice
Prout.

KLEYERS
Jewelery
125 N.
MAIN ST.

Alpha Phi pledges are proud of
their Bigs.
DZ Room 2 says: Will the Sam
Kazooka please stand up??
FORMING A HUG BY TEAM. See
Larry, U7 or Ken 262, Rodgers.
DU pledges say: We may not field
a pro, but we're high for the
actives-pledges football mash!!I
Need a paper typed? Call Diana,
Iim 308, ext. 2687.
Have the welrdy-beardles on campus ever heard of THE SPOILER.
The Yoge.
Thanks to all who expressed concern about our mishaps. Connie
and Terry.
Gary and Mel - How high can
you raise your hand. The Yoge.
A rewarding experience can be
yours as a United Air Lines Stewardess.
For information, contact Miss Phyllis Lebo, United
Air Lines Campus Rep., 428 Clough
St., Bowling Green.
108 K-C. Sorry, Dum-Dum got
the wrong window.
The Snow
Bunnies.
Wanted. Racing bicycle. Contact
Al In Rodgers 73.
ZBT Pledges say:
Beat SAE
for the TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP.
ZBT Pledges say: the DU's will
feel the wrath of Zeeb Power.

100% pure lambswool V-neck

* • *

M0-D0R-IN
DRIVE-IN - CAR SERVICE

women's Shetland Crew necks

are in stock at all "U" Shops.

with matching skirts for women.

«».
tFTI^J^
r+J-5/
L|J J*>
•\'--Z^y

MON.-FRI.

10 A.M. TO 9 P.M. SUN.

sweaters for men and women

SIJP Ittiue rsttg

OPEN 10 A.M. TO 11 P.M.

10 A.M. TO 12 P.M. SAT.

Also available are men's and

I

Miami U.
Ohio State U.
U of Cincinnati
West Va. U.
Eastern Ky. U.

l^ljof

Bowling Green U.
Purdue U.
Ohm U.
U of Kentucky

532 E. WOOSTER

I
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B.G. Gives Library Unanimous 'OK'
At a time when University admlnstrators can hardly seem to
do anything right, at least In the
eyes of students, Bowling Green
University
has built a library
which apparently has the unanimous approval of the student body.
The new $4.5 mllllon.ten- story
structure which opened this summer and will be dedicated tomorrow has drawn praise from students.
"It's fantastic,'" JeannleDetlefsen, a Junlor.sald. "It's a great
place to study and I've spent more
time In the library this year than
ever before."
Miss Detlefsen Isn't the only
student going to the library and
enjoying it more. Library director Dr. A. Robert Rogers reports
that there are three times as
many students spending time In
the library this year than last.
What seems to be drawing the
most raves from students Is the
hundreds of places where they can
read and study In private.
The spacious (About the size of
two
football fields) College
Library, located on the ground
floor and where the undergraduate
facilities have been concentrated,
has 1,100 private study booths and
several comfortable
furnished
lounges. The library's upper
levels, which caters to graduate
students, has 200 study carrels,
equipped with desks and chairs.
"The carrels are great for
spreading out books and papers and
digging Into research projects,"'

Ronald Ruble, a doctoral candidate
In speech pointed out. A handy
feature of the carrels Is that
books can be locked up between
classes and when students return
they can go right back to work
without having to spend precious
time getting organized again.
With so many Individual study
carrels and booths, librarians have
found that books circulate more
readily, more books are used more
often, and loss of books Is reduced.
The major problem encountered
by most students has been finding
their way around the library. Dr.
Rogers expected students to have
some difficulty getting orientated
but said "things could be a lot
worse."
When Bowling Green's 11,500
students returned to classes this
fall, Dr. Rogers and his staff
held special sessions for new
freshmen and tours to acquaint
upperclassmen with the library's
faculties.
One confusing area In the library
concerns the use of graduate levels
in the tower. Some undergraduates
feel they are banned from the library's upper levels. "No so,"'
Dr. Rogers said.
"Undergraduates may use the
upper level facilities If they arc
working with library materials,"
Dr. Rogers explained. "However,
if they're Just studying class notes
or reading, then we'd prefer they
do this In the College Library
and leave the space to others,"
he said.

He admitted library planners
had tried to steer undergraduates
away from the graduate area.
"That's why we have concentrated undergraduate needs In the
College Library," he explained.
Artwork and comfortable furnishings are an Important feature
of the library. The 10-story murals on the east and west walls and
huge sculptures on the library
terrace, done by Donald Drumm,
artist-in residence, drew mixed
reactions at first.
In the Interior, the colors are
dramatic—a blend of purples.oranges, reds,blues and grays—and
the use of space and lighting Is
Inviting. Plenty of room has been

Library Dedication Day Is today!
Special events ranging from special guest lecturers to musical
entertainment has been planned by
University administrators and faculty for the benefit of all who
attend the two-day long ceremonies.
Some 2000 people are expected
to be on hand for the activities,

I,

'
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Theoretically lie works 38 hours a week: but
Library Director Dr. A. Robert Rogers finds that
the "after hours,'' when he sneaks back into his
third floor library office to catch up on the "paper
work," often brings the total to GO hours of work
a week.
Supervising a staff of 60 regular employees and
120 student workers, seven departments, almost
400,000 books and the library operation Itself is
\m
*$"4*-' "bo,n stimulating and challenging, but a lot of headuM
w*?. aches," Dr. Rogers said.
Dr. Rodgt-rs
Usually Dr. Rogers starts the day off by reading
the building reports. "Lately students have been marking up the furniture. It's very unfortunate that a few Inconsiderate people are spoiling a beautiful feature for the rest," he said.
Measures are being taken to guard against vandalism. "The hourly
employees and other student employees go through the building at
regular Intervals, and the campus police have authorized someone to
watch the library at night," said Dr. Rogers.
Another problem In maintenance of the building comes from the
food and pop spilled on the library funlture. "If this doesn't stop, we
may have to take out the snack room," Dr. Rogers said. "But I think
most students are saying "You'd better wise up," to the Inconsiderate
ones. If the majority of students show their disapproval, these minor
problems will stop."
It's the major problems that have to be worked out day by day,
and step by step.
Dr. Rogers, who has been directing the library since 1961, said
that the old library's problems stemmed from the fact that "the
building had simply been outgrown." He classifies the major problems
of the new library as "transitory."
"Our first big problem was that of orientation. By using handbooks
and offering tours, I think we've handled this one fairly successfully."
"Unfortunately the staff has had an extra load of work because we
are not using the computer to sort out the IBM cards yet. The staff
has to file each card by hand because several parts for the computer
will not arrive until Dec. 1."
Overcrowding of the study cubllces on the tower levels of the library
has been another major problem.
"The ground floor holds 1600
seats for undergraduates, and they are never completely filled. Two
research studies have been taken of this situation, and Dr. Rogers
feels that It Is mainly a problem of faculty communication between
the library staff and the undergraduate.
Added to these worries the dally business of the library budgeting,
publications of a weekly booklist, meetings of the Library Staff Advisory Council. It may be understandable that Dr. Rogers says his
wife "hopes I get back to a normal work week."
"There are many personal costs to being in a position of importance
and prestige," he continued. "What Is so often overlooked is that the
manager has to work much longer and harder than he could demand
his staff to."
Dr. Rogers has been a librarian since 1951, when he studied library
science on a scholarship In London.
He especially enjoys reading In areas of philosophy and religion
and likes "the new theologians, writers of books like THE GOSPEL
Of CHRISTIAN ATHESIAM."
Both he and his wife have been reading to their four-year-old son,
Mark, since he was one. But he's "more interested in trucks right
now," said Dr. Rogers.
Dr. Rogers, a native of Canada, received a masters degree In philosophy from the University of Toronto In 1950, and came to BG in
19.-,9
In 1961 he became Acting Director of the Library, and upon
completion of his doctorate In 1964 received the title of Director
of the Library.

sian roulette--you'U have to order
six books and hope that one had
the information you wanted," he
said.
President William T. Jerome
HI has called the new library "the
most exciting addition in the University's history."
As for the student body; most
seem to agree with Jeanle Detlefsen's sentiments which she put
in a letter to the editor of the
News. She wrote: "Thank you,
thank you, to everyone who helped
bring us our new,fabulous library.
It makes studying more pleasant
and adds much welcomed and appreciated beauty to our campus."

Music, Lectures, Form
Varied Dedication Plans

Dr. Rogers:
Man On Go
By JUDY EICHER
Assistant Feature Editor

saved to add to the library's
490,000 volumes.
"It all makes for a better atmosphere to study," said Sandy
Hall, a sophomore. "Thelibrary's
the 'In' place to go. Lots of my
friends perfer to study here than
In the dormitory," she added.
One thing students can't agree
on Is the open stack policy,where
books are accessible to all students.
John Reno, a junior, favors the
open stacks privileges,
which
undergraduates didn't have in the
old library. "Now you can browse
through the stacks and find the
exact books you need," he said.
"Before It was like playing Rus-

■linn

STAIRS to success? Two University students retreat from
the library with their newfound knowledge.

10 Speakers
Featured At
Browsing Hour
A highlight of the library dedication activities today consist of
a one hour browsing period from
3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Ten University faculty members
will give addresses on their special fields, and tours will also
be conducted throughout the library
at this time.
A brief listing of speaker, topic,
and library room number follows:
Robert H. Baldwin, Instructor
in education, speaks on "Education and Freedom in a Democratic
Society," room 137.
Walter R. Bortz, Instructor in
(continued on Page 8)

estimates Dr. A. Robert Rogers,
library director.
Browsing Hour kicks things off
Friday, followed by various lectures and tours which continue
through Saturday night.
Musical programs will begin
Friday, between 3:15 p.m., and
4:45 p.m., on the first floor of
the University library with student string quartets and a trio
performing.
Of special significance to the
dedication ceremonies will be Saturday's festivities with University
President William T. Jerome III,
presiding.
A presentation of the keys to
the building will occur, when a
representative of the Knowlton
Construction Co., builders of the
$4.5 million structure, hands the
keys to Mr. Alfred Glenow, University director of public services.
In turn, the keys will be given
to President Jerome, Dr. Rogers
said.
Stunner Canary, president of the
Board of Trustees, will also arrive for the scheduled opening of
a large , ceremonial book, symbolizing the occasion. Dr. Rogers
said all distinguished members
present will be asked to sign the
book.
Following this, Dr. Rogers will
conduct a small book ceremony
of his own.
A recently published book by
former University President J.
Robert Overman, "The History
of BGSU," will be opened and added
to the collection of University library volumes--making it the newest book in a collection of over
400,00.
Contrasting with the i old 1916
copy of "Penelope's Irish Experiences," by Kate Douglas wiggln,
oldest book In the library, will

also be opened.
A distinguished panel of speakers will talk on Saturday, discussing the address to be given by
Mr. John G. Lorenz, deputy librarian of Congress.
Panel members Include:
Dr. Robert R. Franklin, director of the Toledo Public Library;
Mr. Edmon Low, from the department of library sciences, University of Michigan; Mr. Frederick
G. Kllgour, director of the Ohio
College Library Center; Dr. R.M.
Wiles, visiting professor of English at BG; Dr. Frank C. Ogg,
BG professor of mathematics; two
student speakers,Susan M. Koryta,
sophomore, College of Education,
traffic court justice, and Phil W.
Campbell, junior, College of Education, chairman of the Studen1
Activities Affairs Board.

LIBRARY DEDICATION
Friday
3:30-4:30 p.m. Browsing Hour
8:00
Guest Lecture,
First floor lobby.
Saturday
9 - 11:30 a.m
Registration
10:00 a.m
Guest Lecture,
Main Aud. University Hall
11:00 a.m—Panel Discussion
Main Aud. University Hall
2:15 p.m
Book Opening
Ceremonies - Library First
Floor.

UniversityHonors
Dr. Overman
The University's first faculty member, -Dr. J.
Robert Overman, will be presented with the Distinguished Service Award at the library dedication
tomorrow. Tomorrow also will mark the distribution
of Dr. Overman's 300-page "History of Bowling Green
State University."
Dr. Overman earned his bachelor's degree In
mathematics at Indiana University, his master's degree at Columbia University, and his doctorate degree
at the University of Michigan. He also received an
honorary doctorate in science from Bowling Green
Dr. Overman
State University.
The first of 11 faculty members hired for the 1914-15 academic
year at Bowling Green Normal School, Dr. Overman retired In 1956
after 42 years of service. At that time the science building was named
Overman Hall in recognition of his contribution to the University.
Besides being the first faculty member, Dr. Overman was the first
librarian, the first chairman of the mathematics department, the
first Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, the first Dean of Men,
the first adviser to "The Key," and the first Dean of Faculties.
Now Dean Emeritus and Professor Emeritus of mathematics, Dr.
Overman's history of the University is the product of four years of
steady effort.
"The two biggest changes I've seen in 53 years at the University
have both come during President Jerome's administration," Dr. Overman said. "The first was the development of a graduate program, and
the second was the new building program."
He also said that studpnts today are more Independent, bet!<••■ prepared academically, and more Interested in Unlversltj and nation-.;
affairs than students during his teaching career.
■/
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From Old To New— In

r
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VIEW FROM THE TOP: An aesthetic carpet of patterns spread ocross the librJ

"SOME BOOKS ARE to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and
some few to be chewed and digested."
Francis Bacon

"THERE ARE more men enobled by study than by nature."
Cicero

Search for facts is never ending.

OF MAKING BOOKS there is no end"»o stud•nt examines a photo display of famous authors

and their works. The exhibition, one of many in
fa library, is on the first floor.
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me Spirit Of Learning
■ I I
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Lee. On* man and his umbrella thread* hit way horn* after hourt of ttudy.

"WHO HATH a book, hat friends at hand ..." Sandy Holbein,
sophomore in education tearches through the files for just one
such friend.
PERIODICALS AND magazines from all over the world
offer a wide rang* of reading.

PHOTOS ON THIS PAGE
AND FRONT PAGE BY TIM CULEK.

iFROM the madding crowd's ignoble strife
. ." (Gray)
A3y corralt provide thit much needed tolitude.

AIDING A STUDENT with reference information are reference librarians Mist Joan More-

land, recent arrival from New Zealand, and Ruben Marshall.

Fog. 8
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Suspect Enters
'Not Guilty' Plea

*

•STUDENT CARRIES HEAVY LOAD "--Steven
I. Cohen, senior in the College of Education,
transports an imitation book mode for the library dedication ceremonies by John H. Hepler,

associate professor of speech. Thomas Pendergast, junior in the College_of Education looks
(Photo by Bill Hines)
on, amazed.

■i

Questions may be phoned in to the News office or may be submitted by mail. News office is located in 104 University Hall
and con be reached on either extension 3344 or 3383. Student
name and oddress must be included with all questions, but only

initials will be used.
Yesterday I was extremely ill. At 9 a.m. I went to the
medical center and was seen by a doctor. After a darnpoor one-minute diagnosis, I was sent away with a prescription for pills to stop further regurgation. My condition remained the same until about 4:30 p.m. I remained in bed
up to this time because I couldn't stond up.
This morning, I went to the Administration Building for
an excuse. "No excuse." I was sent to the medical center.
"No excuse. You must be admitted to the hospital to receive an excuse." WHY? What condition must you be in to
be admitted? Do you need to request admittance? How can
an excuse be obtained without admittance? If you are not
admitted when ill, are you expected to attend all classes
because you are unexcused? And finally, why wasn't this
procedure made known to faculty and student body? (D.K.)

Well, D. K., it seems that there is a three-year-old rule of
the University that states you must be an in-pat lent at the Infirmary or you must present a certificate from a doctor at home
saying you are 111, In order to get that excuse you wanted.
"The medical center tries to admit anyone who Is too sick
to attend classes," said Dr. Harvey L. Burnette, director of the
center. ' A student does not have to request admittance unless he
feels worse than he appears to be. In this case, the patient
should tell the doctor that he feels he cannot attend classes."
The professor has the privilege of excusing anyone from his
classes, but the medical center does not have that privilege,
said Dr. Burnette. "The rules have been publicized over and
over again," he said, "and all the information is in the college
bulletin."
If that doesn't work, D. K., come down to the News Office
•cause we've still got that free aspirin and kleenex.

Will there be chartered buses going to Ohio University
for migration? (C.W.)

If you want to migrate to Athens, C. W., it looks like you are
going to have to supply your own wings. The athletic department
says that they have no buses chartered for students and likewise
with the Union Activities Office.
• * •
Con the newstand in Overman be moved? Wind blows the
papers down the hall and stoirs.
(N.S.)

Circulation department of the News will see that the newstand
Is moved down to the other end of the hall and thereby save
Newsline from being tromped on.

Why ore there no coffee machines in dorms like at other
universities? (J.R.)

The word from hood service is thai we used to have them
but mere was not enough use to warrant it. How do vou r«pi
about milk, J.R.?
'

Three Ohio Sheriffs, Including
Wood County Sheriff Earl Rife
said In a joint statement yesterday that the pistol- used In the
wounding of Denlse Kortner, 17
last Aug. 4 was also used In the
killing of Miss Diane Kerns Sunday night.
Mark Hodges, 26 pleaded not
guilty yesterday to charges of
shooting with Intent to kill In the
Aug. 4 shooting of Denlse Kortner
In Napoleon Municipal Court.
The Sheriffs of Henry County
and Wood County said the weapon
was owned by Mark Hodges,
station manager at Hodge's Shell
station in Beaverdam, Ohio.
The sheriffs
reported that
Hodges was believed to be the
last person to see Karen Kern
Sunday night when she stopped at
the service station for repairs.
Sgt. A. Thomas Garlock, post
commander of the state highway
patrol at Lima said Hodges told
him on Monday morning that be
followed Miss Kern for about two
miles, when she left the service
station at 8:15 p.m. Sunday to make
sure her car was running proi*rly.
According to Sgt. Garlock, Mr.
Hodges told him that his own
car stopped at that time. Carlock did not inquire where he went
after he stopped. The Sergeant
said he was only Interested in
establishing if the girl had stopped
at the station.
The B-G News called the service station In Beaverdam to es-

Monday Movie
Tours Philippines
Clifford J. Kamen, one of the
leading producers of travel films
will show the film "Pearls of
the Orient" at 7:30 p.m. Monday
in the Union Grand Ballroom.
Mr. Kamen, a world traveler
since 1945, has visited more than
50 foreign countries in both familiar and remote areas of the
world.
Recently Kamen began producing
television shows lor the Encyclol*dla Brltannlca Films, Inc.. He
Is noted as one of the few film
producers accredited to produce
educational and class-room films
for school and television distribution by that organization.
Monday's film and lecture will
take viewers on trips through the
Philippines, one of the most beautiful areas in the world.
The lecture is sponsored by the
Lecture, Debate, and Review committee of the Union Activities Organization and the Geography Department.
More
About

Clifford Kamen

Speakers

(Continued from Page 5)
industrial arts, discusses "The
History and Future of Industrial
Arts," Room 140.
Donald W. Bowman, professor
of physics, lectures on two books
by authors Robert Jungk, and A.
It. Bork, in the current periodicals reading area, second floor.
John R. Davidson, professor of
Marketing, speaks on the "Vance
Packard yulntet: Exaggerations
and Imaginations, Truth or Consequences," In South Court
Lounge, north side of the first
floor.
Michael E. Doherty, assistant
professor of psychology, will make
an address on, "The Uses and
Abuses of Psychological Testing,"
In the Class of 1967 Lounge, second floor.
James G. Graham, associate
professor of history, speaks on
"Crowds, Power and History,"
In North Court Lounge, north side
of the first floor.
Lucille G. Hagman, associate
professor of Educ.ition, discusses
"A Review of Thorton Wilder's
"The Eighth Day," In the Children's literature Area, first floor.
John Hiltner, associate pro-

fessor of management, comments
on S. N. Fisher's book, "Social
Forces In the Middle East," room
138.
Joseph H. Nordstrom, associate
professor of management, lectures
on Norbert Wiener's book, "The
Human Use of Human Beings,"
In South Court Lounge, south side
of the first floor.
And, Janis L. Palllster, assistant professor of romance languages, speaks on "Is There a
New Malraux?"

Missionary
The Rev. Ivan Dornan, who has
been characterized as one of the
"New Breed," missionaries, will
be on campus today through Monday, under the sponsorship of the
United Christian Fellowship.
Rev. Mr. Dornan will appear
at open meetings throughout his
stay at Bowling Green. He will
speak at the Crypt tonight, and
7 p.m. tomorrow, he will address
the meeting of the World Student
Association In the Alumni Room.
Sunday evening he will speak in
the UCF

tabllsh this same fact.
Mr. Hodges told the News tl
Miss Kern did not appear nervq
or "shaken by her car troubli
He added that Miss Kern was w<J
r U'd about the people who
waiting for her to arrive home frdj
her weekend trip.
The weapon in the shooting]
the 17-year-old Napoleon girl
Identified as a foreign .25 callb
automatic. Dr. Roger Peatee Wo
County Coroner, said the mil
removed from the body of Ml|
Kern were said to be .25 calib
probably from a foreign automatf
Miss Kern's body was
covered Monday evening by a Pel
rysburg High School student wl
had earlier spotted the body fro
a school bus, while on his w|
to school.
He returned that evening to rl
trleve the "mannequin."
T|
youth thought Miss Kerns
was a dressmaker's mannequin
In a telephone
conversati|
with the News Tuesday nig
Hodges said although he help
her out the best he could at
station he was Involved in ottl
work. "I didn't really notice her

| Campus]
Calendar
Royal Green
Royal Green, the auxiliary o:|
ganlzatlon will sponsor a tea SUM
day, in the Alumni Room fro]
1 to 3:30 p.m. All advanced Ami
ROTC members are Invited to a]
tend.
« » *
Volleyball Clinic
Open to women majoring or mini
orlng in Phys. Ed.. 9:30 to 11:3-1
a.m. tomorrow In the Women'
Building. Instructor will be Mlsj
Dorothy Luedtke.
• * •
Pre-Med Panel
Panel will start at 9 a.m. ti I
morrow in the Ohio Suite. ReiJ
resentatives from the medical fie [
dentistry and nursing will spealj
Open to the public.
• * »
I.V.C.F.
Meets at 6:45 p.m. today fj
the Wayne Room. The speaker wl
be Dr. Paul M. Bechtel on t
topic, 'Extremism in Modern Lit
erature."
Omega Phi Alpha
Meets at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
front of the Men's Gym. Picture
for the Key will be taken.
• • •
University Youth Council
Meets at 7 p.m. Monday in th
Women's Building.
• * «
Phi Eta Sigma
Fall Initiation at 2 p.m. Sung
day In the Historical Suite,
reception and Key pictures wl
follow.
• • • Students for a Democratic Socleti
(SDS)
Meets at 8 p.m. Sunday In
Wayne Room.
• • >
PslChl
Meets at 4 p.m. Monday In 40s
South Hall. Visitors welcome.
• • »
International Circle K
Meeting at 6:30 p.m. Monda
In the Harrison Room.
• • »
Unitarian House
Meets at 7:30 p.m. Sunday
the Unitarian House. Speaker wllj
be Dr. George Herman.
• * »
Kappa Kappa Psl
Car wash from 9-2 p.m. t6
morrow, at Book and Horner MaraJ
thon Station, 405 E Wooster. CaJ
wash, $1; motorcycle, 50 centsj
• ♦ *

Women's Swimming
and Diving Team
Tri-Meet with Ohio State U.|
and Michigan at iO a.m. tomorro^J
in the Natatorlum.
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ART AND ENTERTAINMENT

B-W Hosts 'Medea'
By HARRY SCHWAR/ER
Special Writer
The Theatre Arts Dept. of Baldwin-Wallace College in Be re a,
Ohio, will present Euripides'
MEDEA this evening with guest
actress Miss Susan Willis.
Miss Willis, who makes her
home in New York City, is no
stranger to radio and television
("Armstrong Circle Theatre" ,
"You Are There", "Way of the
World") nor to the legitimate
stage. She played over 200 roles
during a five year stint at the
Cleveland Playhouse, andtheGreat
Lakes Shakespeare Festival, and
several other professional companies.

DR. DALE E. BICHSEL, Minister of First Methodist Church,
pauses after stressing a point in his weekly message. He has
served in Bowling Green since April 1965.
Photo credit; Lorry Nighiwonder

War Was Time
For His Choice
By GARY CHANDLER
Staff Writer
World War Two marked a changing order throughout world affairs
and Individual lives. For Dr. Dale E. Blchsel, minister of the First
Methodist Church In BowllngGreen.lt was the time he made his decision
to become a minister.
He had a strong conviction that there was something better for
people than war, hatred and the slaughter of human beings. "I thought
the best way to convey this belief was through the ministry," he said.
"The church Is one of the most exciting places In the world to be.
I have a real concern for students, faculty and other people who are
living In this revolutionary world situation.
'Much of my time Is spent In counseling and In trying to erase
false stereotypes about the church and the Christian faith," he said.
Dr. Blchsel holds a bachelor of arts and a doctor of divinity from
Ohio Wesleyan University, a bachelor of divinity from Yale University
and has done post graduate work at Ohio State University, Union
Theological Seminary In New York City, and Oxford University In
England.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
ministers.

V

This is ihe first m a series ui aiiicles uu .ueu

He had lils must exciting period oi study at uxioru, he said.
'T like the English education system because of the tremendous
freedom given to the student. English education is taught by the tutor
system. You see your tutor once a week, and you are free to work
Independently and go to any class you desire.
' But the English system has one weakness. There Is an absence
of practical counseling courses and too much study in the classlcals.
' The English people are very friendly and very critical of the United
States' foreign policy," he said.
Dr. Blchsel had been In England for in months during the Second
World War as a member of the 118th Infantry Division.
"My most exciting experience while there during the war was the
nightly bombings of the German Air Force. They once bombed us
for 37 nights In a row,'' he related.
Besides his duties as a minister, he is a member of the Board of
Trustees at Ohio Wesleyan, a member of the Board of the American
Cancer Society, director of the Bowling Green Rotary Club, vicechairman of the Board of Ministerial Training of Methodist Churches
and past president of the Bowling Green Ministerial Association.
When he has the time. Dr. Blchsel and his wife go curling at the
ice arena, but "I am not the best curler in the world," he admits.

DORSEYS DRUGS
Railroad at 500 E. Wooster
behind Burger Chef

NOW FEATURING
G.B.D.
PIPES

She has done several musicals
Including Kate In "Kiss Me, Kate",
and Annie In "Annie Get Your
Gun'. Her Broadway appearances
Include "Dylan" with Mr. Alec
Gulness, "Gypsy" with Ethel Merman and "Take Me Along", etc.
etc.

side Miss Willis, as Jason. Mr.
Moyse has directed "The Kantastlcs" and "Thurber Carnival"'. He has appeared In "Billy
Bud', "The Hasty Heart" and
other productions at Northwestern
Moyse's characterization of Jason
Is excellent, he projects well and
seems to engulf the audience with
his portrayal of the tragic Jason.
Jack Wlnget, a June 1967 masters graduate of Bowling Green,
is now the Technical Director
of the B.W, stage. He has come
up with a good set, though one
seems to tire of his extensive
use of grey and black.
Overall the B. W. production of
MEDEA Is quite good. Tickets
are available at the door before
this evenings performance, all
seats are reserved.

I saw the production last weekend, and Miss Willis is outstanding in the lead. She dominates
the stage from the moment she
first appears. Her professional
attitude, sweeping gestures, and
emotional visages carry her
through MEDEA's gamut of emotions well.
Mr. Les Moyse Is cast along-

WANT TO TEACH IN
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA?
A representative from the Oxnard School District will be
on campus on Wednesday, November 8, to interview applicants interested in teaching grades kindergarten through
six. Contact the placement office for an appointment.

Single?
Like to Travel?
Why not make the whole USA your ttoKice"?

PROCTER & GAMBLE
Will Interview Sor
Field Advertising
Management

MONDAY, NOV. 6
Any degree is acceptable
As I he Company's direct representative yon would travel from
city to city planning and supervising the distribution of tree samples of our products.
You would hire your own crews, be responsible for your own
payroll, product inventory, and vehicles, and would behave
much as you would if you were running your own business,
making decisions and solving problems on the spot.
After about a year and a half of travel, you would be placed in
a permanent position in one of our Marketing Departments
and would therealler be increasingly involved in promotion
and merchandising projec Is i arriedon by P&G.
When you sign lor your interview at the I'lac ement ()ffite, see
our 4-page brochure.

A.JK&*

,* A^J'ftJ

B.B.B. PIPES
LARGEST SELECTION
IN TOWN

Simon and Garfunkle will be at
the Cleveland Music Hall this Sunday evening at 7:00 p.m. Their
appearance is sponsored by the
Cleveland Opera Association,
tickets are $5, $4 and $3.00.
There are twenty-one performances scheduled in the 1967-1968
season which extends through
April 20, 1968. Some of the country's leading entertainers Including Judy Collins (Frl., Dec. 158:30), The American Ballet Theatre (Sat., Feb. 10-8:30), Peter
Nero (Sat., Feb. 24-8:30) etc. have
been contracted. A complete brochur on any or all of the performances Is available on request
at, 2816 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio (44115). Tickets are also
available at that address.

An I <iu.il Opportunity Lmployei
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Film Society
To Present
Orwell Story

GRAD SCHOOL GETS NEW HOME

Old Library Sees Change
Amid all the excitement of the
opening of BGSU's new $4.5 million library, the old library building seems to have been nearly
forgotten.
Hundreds of students
no longer enter and leave the building each hour during the day. But
it has not outlived Its usefulness
as a University facility.
.Although the remodeling Is still
not complete, the Interior of the
50-year-old structure hastakenon
somewhat of a new look.
The entire first floor, with the
exception of the faculty senate's

meeting room, Is now occupied
by the graduate school offices,
previously located In the Administration building. One of the main
reasons for the school's move was
"to Increase and consolidate services to the graduate student,"
said Dr. Stanley K. Coffman, acting dean of the Graduate School
and chairman of the English Department.
The graduate center consists of
the Dean's and staff offices the
admissions office and the records
office.
"Registration Is easier now,"

Review
A Spectrum Of Mexican Sounds
(Editors Note: Michael Harris,
a graduate student In music, will
be doing reviews of concerts, special performances andotherevents
whenever they occur.)
By MICHAEL W. HARRIS
Special Writer
Nervously, he walked on stage,
avoiding our stares, sat down and
quietly tuned his qultar,-paused a
moment....and began. Atflrsttlmldly, slipping here and there, but
gradually, gathering from an unfathomable depth of talent and artistry, he swept his listeners
through a spectrum of sounds and
styles ranging from a late baroque
"Sarabanda"
to Mexican folksongs.
So went Wednesday evening's
classlcal-gultar concert by Mexican cultural exchange artist Luis
I-e Hi if Chavarrla.
His selections, however, were
too much of the same nature.
His whole program consisted of
Spanish composers except for two
noteworthy Gentiles, - Bach and
Handel.
But I was most Impressed by
the recovery he made during the
second half o( the concert after a

somewhat faulty beginning. He
seemed like a fish put back Into
water.
Sure, he missed notes, but I
feel that this Is only from a lack
of experience and Insecurity.
After the concert, a gentleman
complimenting him said, "You're
only 23 now, what will you be
doing when you're 86?", (the age
of Andres Segovia, the world renowned classical-guitarist).
In view of this iierformance, that
question Is already answered.

Dr. Coffman said, "and the graduate student also get their Identification cards here.''
The purpose of the consolidation
is to give the graduate student
and the school more identity,"
said Dr. Coffman. "We are trying to give the graduate student
the spelcal identity he deserves
because he has different needs and
interests."
"One of the problems in the
past has been that graduate students haven't had any representative organization, such as the student council, through which they
could express themselves. The
existence of a center of this kind
will encourage graduate students to
develop their own central organization where they can speak as
a group."
To aid in the future unification
of the graduate student and their
services, plans have been made to
convert the second floor reading
room of the building Into a grad ■
uate study room and lounge,
according to Dr. James G. Bond,
vice president of student affairs.
The rest of the second and third
floors have been converted to offices for the speech faculty, the
honors program, and graduate student teachers.
Lver since the construction of

the old library building in 1917,
periods of crowded conditions and
expansion have occured regularly.
For instance, Dr. A.
Robert Rogers, director of the new
library, stated that when the library was finished BGSU had only
800 students and GG faculty members. But the building was originally planned in such a way that
it could be expanded to serve
twice that number.
"At first only part of the building
was used for the library," he
added. "The rest was used for
classrooms and offices, and was
converted to library space as needed."
"in 1951 the south wing was built
to provide addltonal space for staff
offices and stacks." he said.

*

*
:
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An award winner at the Cannesl
International Film Festival andl
at the American Film Festival,!
"Animal Farm" is a fable con-J
corning the problems of an egali-j
tar Ian society.
Farmer's Jones' animals re-l
volt against his tyranny to estab-1
llsh their reedom and equality.
But the revolution only replaces I
the power of the farmer with the I
tyranny of the pigs. "All Anl-j
mals Are Equal But Some Animals Are More Equal Than Ot-|
hers."

thru Tuesday, Nov. 7 ■ week nites - 7:15, 9:40
Sat. & Sun. - 2:05, 4:40, 7:15, 9:40

A rootin'.tootin'.shootin'
but sincere picture!
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SHOCKING CHAW SEATS
MEZZANINE A»T GAUHV
FUU STEREO SOUND

ACJES 0(_«£f PARKING
5J/.NT VV/.ll TO V/AU SCHEEM

film version of George Or-|
"Animal Farm" will bel
this evening at 8:15 In 1051
Hall.
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BOOK SALE EXTRAVAGANZA
1."BONANZA" -NEW BOOKS AT LOW SALE PRICES -ART
- COOK BOOKS - FICTION - GENERAL NON-FICTION
- TECHNICAL BOOKS - JUVENILE - LITERATURE-

2.1/2 PRICE PAPERBACKS -NEW QUALITY PAPERBACKS
ON MANY SUBJECTS AT V2 OFF REGULAR PRICE -

Z."REMNANTS" - OLD EDITIONS, OUT-OF-PRINTS, USED
TEXTS - PRICED TO GO - 25< TO $3.00
- GOOD REFERENCES

4. "J0< GRAB BOX" -A WIDE VARIETY OF CLOTH &
PAPERBACK BOOKS - ALL AT ONLY 10*.

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTER ST.
ACROSS FROM FOUNDERS-INEXT TO "IT-SHOP

-* B-G Newt, Friday, Nov. 3. 1967"
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Booters Seek Win
Over Potent Yeomen
^

\
\

1
*

^
•OWING THROUGH Falcon Mick Golden appears to be warnig his Akron opponent to move out of the way. Mike along with
•ean Forsberg and Al Fromtn copped outstanding honors for
leir performances against Kent State. Photo credit: Pete Hess

Frosh Soccer Team §
Wins Third Straight 1
With five minutes remaining In the game, freshman goalie Herb
humm nervously stepped to the right of the goal, awaiting the Toledo
nalty shot.
The Falcons were leading 7-0 and only Schumm was In the way of
e visitors first tally.
Herb dived to his left and stopied the shot, and a roar went up from
e Falcon bench. The Falcon frosh had just preserved their second
•nsecutlve shutout and third straight win overall.
Since a pair of o|«nlng defeats, the booters had held a 17-1 edge In
coring over their opponents.
f Neither team played a good first half as they were hindered somewhat
' the rain that fell throughout the contest. "It had an effect,-' said
jach Jack Hess.
Unable to move in the Initial half, the Falcons poured In five goals
■ the second half, four In the third quarter alone. "We owned the middle
the field and were not challenged," said Hess.
Three Falcons managed to enter the scoring column, led by Mitch
per with four goals. He was followed by Wolfgang Pertrasko and Don
^Uhberg, with two and one goals respectively.
The frosh racked up a 38-5 edge In shooting, coming to life late In
e first period. Toledo, Inept at shooting, was able to get off only
ree genuine shots at goal, none in the two middle quarters.
Beer and Pertrasko led the Falcons in shooting with nine shots
ich, while Walhberg and Vernon Jolley added seven and five to the
tal.
Bowling Green took their first shot on goal at 12.23 of the opening
riod, and Beer scored on an assist by Pertrasko.
Although the Birds opened up with 20 shots in the half after the
>al, they could not score again until 21.31 of the second stanza,
iertrasko unassisted, drilled In the second goal.
George Crandall fed a lead pass to Beer In the third quarter for
ie Falcons, and Mitch responded with his second goal at 1.45. He
ime back at the 5.20 taking an assist from Pertrasko upplng the
I :ore to 4-0. Wolfgang added his second score at the 8.20 mark and
Ueer his final of the afternoon at the 13.30 point of the quarter.
f Walhberg scored on a penalty shot with only two minutes gone in
ie final period, capping the scoring for the freshman In the match.

By GARY DAVIS
Assistant Sports Editor
"They are ar overly aggressive
team and more potent because of
it," said soccer coach Mickey Cochrane of the Oberlln Yeomen.
Cochrane's booters will travel
to Oberlln tomorrow to meet the
Yeomen In an OCSA encounter,
against a host holding a fine 5-1
record.
The Falcons will be out to gain
their third win of the season against
six losses, but will run into stiff
competition from the high flying
Yeomen. Oberlln has dropped only
one outing and must win this encounter to remain in the running
for the association crown.
"They are anexcellent team, and
well balanced," said Cochrane,
"and we must match their aggression and hustle If we are to win."
The hosts for this weekend's
contest are returning from a fine
6-2-1 record In 1966 and a third
place finish In the first Division
standings. The Yeomen are already ahead of their '66 pace,
holding down a tie for the second
spot in the Division with the Wooster Scots.
Oberlln was the last team in
the division to be defeated, whenthey dropped a 3-2 decision to
the Akron booters.

The Yeomen are averaging almost four goals per contest on
offense while surrendering only
1.5 scores per outing.
The Falcons have tallied only 18
goals In contrast to the 28 they
have surrendered, 12 of those In
three outings.
beading the Oberlln charge will
be center forward Jeff Alterl who
Is holding down the third spot in
OSCA scoring with eight goals and
four assists. He tallied the "hat
trick" in the Yeomen's win 4-2
over Ohio Wesleyan.
Bob Heavenrlch, Scott Richards
and
Far/ad Moazed have also
joined the offensive parade for the
Oberlln squad this season.
Mickey Cochrane reports that
the Oberlln lnsldes play on active role In the Yeomen game.
"Their lnsldes will move up the
field and back all day,'" commented the coach.
Oberlln sped to a 2-0 lead over
Akron In their recent meeting,
only to lose by a 3-2 count when
the powerful Zips scored very
late In the final quarter. The
Yeomen In contrast however, were
forced to go into a double overtime with the Ohio University Bobcats to gain a 1-0 win.
The Falcons despite their recent

troubles, will still be a position
to derail the hosts. "We had a
little better effort against Wooster," said Cochrane, "but we
still have to be more consistent."
Bowling Green hopes to enter the
contest with their leading scorer
Jim Brewer. Jim has not seen
action since the Ohio St ate encounter, because of a leg Injury.

Gas pains relieved by

Lou-LaRiche,
Volkswagen
"Service - Sales"
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920 Plaza at Kt. 224 East
(opp. Findlay Shopping Ctr.)
Findlay, Ohio
Ph. 422-6424
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DELTA TAU DELTA
CONGRATULATES ITS
CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM
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Slicker Lipsticks
Mini-Blush and
MinhShader with a
click-on Mini-Brush
Glimmerick Eye Paint
face Slicker
Polly face Beauty Masks
Oatmeal Beauty freals
Londonderry Hair Supplies
the POWDER PUff
525 Ridge
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11> TOM HIM
Sports Editor
At last .1 breather.
AI List Bowling Green can head
into .i Football game with something
other than Its life at stake.
I'ho rbunderlng Herd has been
out lo pasture for most of 1907,
as > o-7 record might well Indicate.
Closest thing to a victory that
Marshall has tasted has beena7-u
loss to Xavlei, and the scores
have ranged all the way to a 48-G
setback <o Miami and a 43-7 loss
to Louisville.
So what Is there to worry about
heading Into a game with Marshall?
:•■.ill not a whole lot.
"Well, they shouldn't I* as tough
is these last games," said coach
Holi Gibson, "hut they are always
a good team at home--we never
have an easy time with them In
Huntlngton."
What the 3-3 ialcons will have
to be on the lookout for Is the
Herd passing game.
So far In
'07, Marshall has been a running
hall club, having racked up 882yards on the ground against 472
through the air.
Hut Gibson Is looking for a
change.
"Yeah, I expect them to throw
a whole lot more Saturday," Glbby
said. "They might throw as much
as 2f>-30 times."
Why the switch from running to
passing?
"I just don't think that they are
going to be able to run against
us consistently. They have a real
good tailback in Charlie Jones,
who gained 14C yards in 31 carries last *eek.
"He's good on off tackle stuff,"
said Gibson, but doesn't figure
the Herd to be able to "kill us."
On defense Marshall has "an
aggressive a bunch of guys as we're
going to see all year. They really

can't be considered a great deton.se," continued the HG coach,
"but they aren't afraid to attack
you.''
On pass defense, Marshall Is the
tyi* of team that "can hurt you
5 out of 6 times, but you might
lie able to kill them on the sixth."
Gibson is hoping that the Hero
Is in a mood to be killed olten
on those "sixth" plays, as his
game plan
shows
a tendency
towards passing tomorrow.
"Nothing radically different,"
he saM, adding that "we just ho|«
to generate more offense through
passing.
We'll run too, but our
main aim is to PUBS."
if this tails, Gibson figures that
the HG running game should also
be sufficient to take care of Marshall.
"Other teams have run against
them—1 don't see why we shouldn't
be able to," he explained.
Hut before one walks into I- airfield Stadium completely overconfident, listen to a few words of
caution (hat Gibson has:
"I think that their 14-7 loss to

Toledo (a 'earn that handcufted
HG by a 3?-0 score) Is a real
good indication that Marshall Is tin
type Of ball club that can give you
problems both oflenslvely and defensively."
For those looking at the game
through
a psychological angle
might consider this week's contest
.in Ideal time for a Falcon letdown,
Bowling Oreen lost a heartbieaker to Miami last Saturda)
In the final minute of play, ant
some might igure them to bi
taking
Marshall
entirely to>
lightly.
"I don't think SO," comments
Gibson. 'These kids have worked
hard
.ill week -- they've had
Increase dedication
towards
coming up with a good game after
that Miami won.
"This seems iiimsu. i for a team
that has taken the type ol losses
we have to be as ready as they
are, but It sure doesn't bother
me."
It
might
bother
Marshall,

HERE I COME -Miami quarterback Kent Thompson is about t«j
be stopped on this play by the onrushing Chuck Burley (23) o|
the Falcons.

though.

Intersquad Match Scrapped;
Harriers Travel To Michigan
Instead of having a varsity-freshman meet this Saturday, the Howling
Green State University cross country team will travel to Oakland
University In Kochester, Michigan.
The meet is divided Into college and university divisions. The Falcons
will compete In the university meet which begins at 1:45 p.m. following
the completion of the college match.
Thirteen colleges and universities will be competing In the meets.
Hesldes Howling Green, Western Michigan and Toledo have also been
Invited to represent the Mid-American Conference.
Coach Mel Hrodt hopes that the doctor and the trainer will give an
OK to Paul Talklngton and Hob Parks, to work out and compete In the
meet. The Falcon's two top runners have been out of action for some
time.
Fven though the two will not be In top condition for the meet, it
would help them get Into shape taste rand be ready for the Mid-American
Conference championship.

The "U" Shop's
FOOTBALL CONTEST
Last week's winner Greg Brown
Place an X in the box of the teams you think
will win Saturday Nov. 4th. Estimate passing and
rushing yardage gained by B.G. which will be the
tie breaker.

LIMIT 5 ENTRIES

□ B.G.S.U.

QMARSHALL

□OHIO u.

□ WESTERN MICHIGAN

□ TOLEDO

~] MIAMI

□MICHIGAN STATE

□ OHIO STATE

□ NORTHWESTERN

□ MICHIGAN

□ FLORIDA

□ AUBURN

□ TEXAS

□ SOUTHERN METH.

□COLORADO

□ OKLAHOMA

ARMY

DAIR

FORCE

□ HOUSTON

□ GEORGIA

yards gained by B.G.
NAME
ADDRESS

A SHIPWRECKED SAILOR FROM LISLE
SWAM ASHORE TO A TROPICAL ISLE
BUT HE GATHERED HIS WITS
AND SALVAGED SOME SCHLITZ
SO HE WON'T SEND FOR HELP FOR AWHILE*

1961 Jo-. ScMU fcrwno, Co

U4»M1« IIM

olhci MM

Prize: Men or ladies $25.00 gift certificate
Entries must be in the U. Shop by Friday,
November 4th.

®,y HniuerHitxj ^Jiop
Miami U.
Ohio State U.
U. of Cincinnati
West Va. U.
Eastern Ky. U.

Bowling Green U.
Purdue U.
Ohio U.
U of Kentucky

532 E. WOOSTER

